
Vectors 

Scalar quantities have only magnitude but Vector quantities have both magnitude and direction. 

Vectors may be written in various forms, such as            , etc. 

 Equal vectors – Vectors that have the same magnitude and direction (they are parallel) 

 Column vectors – Vectors written in the form  
 
 
 . Magnitude of column vector        . 

For example :    
 
  

 , then                       units 

 Negative vectors – Vectors that have the same magnitude but are opposite in their direction. 

For example :                    .            is a negative vector of          

 Zero vectors – They are null vectors which have no magnitude and direction 

 Parallel vectors – Vectors that are in the same direction 

 Position vectors – Vectors that are relative to a fixed point    For example:          is a position 

vector of   relative to   

 
 

Addition of Vectors 

 
 

 Triangle law of addition:                             

 Parallelogram law of addition:                             

 Addition of column vectors:  
 
    

 
 
   

   
     

 Commutative law:         

 Associative law:                 

 Zero Vector:                 

Subtraction of Vectors 

 Difference of 2 vectors:            

 Subtraction of column vectors:  
 
    

 
 
   

   
     

 Subtraction of 2 position vectors:                             

 



Scalar Multiplication of Vectors 

If   is a scalar quantity and    
 
  , then      or   k 

 
    

  
  

  

Parallel Vectors :         and   are in the same direction if     and   and   are in opposite 

direction if     .               

Try these questions :  

(1) Given that    
 
 
       

 
  

        

(a) Find the vectors   and  . Hence find     and     

(b) If vector    
 
 
  is parallel to    find the value of   

 

(2) In the diagram,   is the point                  
 
  

  

 

(a) Find            and coordinates of   

(b) Given that           

(i) Find vector          

(ii) Coordinates of point   

(c)    and    are parallel to the   axis. Find vector          

 

(3) In the diagram,     is a triangle and   is the mid-pt of     

 
(a) The point   on    is such that            The point   on    is such that 

           Given that           a and              find                      and         in terms of   and 

  

(b) Express in terms of   and   

(i)          

(ii)         

From the results above, what property exists for points             

                                


